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Agenda

Why this business ?

Why tower companies are needed ?

What they do ?

Outlook near term Vs Long term ?

What are the value drivers ?

What's the current industry dynamics ?



How MarketShare used to look couple of years ago, when “Jio” was 

still an “ Idea “ on Ambani’s table.



MARKET SHARE TODAY

Globally telecom service providers markets are oligopoly markets because 

economy of scale give you a huge advantage over others.



ARPU - 2017



ARPU - 2019





ARE THE TELCOS VALUE BUY?

It's just too hard to figure out, Mainly the reasons are –

 What JIO will do ?

 What Gov of India will do ?

 What TRAI will do ?

 Balance Sheets are too stressed ( look at Idea Voda, will they survive? or another Suzlon?)

 The revenue share model for Spectrums – too complex to understand for me.

 More importantly – will they ever earn respectable ROE ?

But the tower businesses in this sector are wonderful businesses to own.



Tower companies in U.S have outperformed significantly the Telecom 

service providers in last 20 years.











If you add up the dividends which might be in range of 3-5% 

, these tower companies have given wonderful returns to 

the shareholders.



WHY TOWER COMPANIES ARE NEEDED ?





Why we need BTS ( in simple terms Towers ) ?
 All the waves can carry information effectively upto some distance, Larger 

the wavelength ( smaller the frequency ) longer it will be able transmit 

messages.

 the reason why spectrum with lower frequency band 900 MHz sells at much 

higher cost in comparison to let’s say 3500 Mhz as shown below.

To be able to communicate outside these circle 

you will require towers (BTS) that’s where the 

tower companies come into play.



We will need more towers going 

forward –

 higher the auction of high 

frequency band more the 

number of towers will be 

needed “ 5G will require lot 

more BTS then have today, 

will be another growth 

driver for tower companies.

 And our Gov price (700 -

900Mhz) so high that no one 

bids for them – “ Good for 

tower companies “



There are generally 
two types of towers 
–
 Ground Based Towers (“GBTs”)

 Roof Top Towers (“RTTs”).

 The process of setting up a 
tower typically takes 45 to 90 
days; however, the duration can 
vary significantly from case-to-
case. Once the construction 
steps are completed and a site 
is ready to be handed over to 
an operator, a site is said to be 
“ready for installation” or “RFI”, 
which means wireless service 
providers can install their active 
components and make the 
network operational.



what tower companies like Bharti Infratel do?



What is the business model ?

There are two types of business model –

1. Turnkey service providers TSPs – ( all are in 
verge of bankruptcy GTL infra, HFCL etc )

2. Tower companies.



TSPs Vs Tower Companies.

 TSPs build the site and hand it over to the operators and provides the operation and 

maintenance services, whereas the tower companies builds the site for operators 

and the assets belong to the tower companies in return they receive the monthly 

rentals from the operators stationing BTSs on their sites.



The business model is pretty simple –

 The telecom service provider (TSV) approach them saying “

-Hey "we need to put a BTS in this circle “

 Tower company – Sure, give us 45-90 days to –

a) Find the suitable location within this circle – includes negotiating deal with land / 

building owner (mostly rental.)

b) To get the necessary approvals from Government bodies.

c) Then installing the passive infrastructure like tower , generator etc.

 Once its up the telecom service providers install their cells on it and in return 

Tower companies receive fixed monthly rental from them as per master service 

agreement (MSA).

 This same passive infrastructure (Tower etc) can be used by other 
operators to deploy their cells, This kind of sharing creates win win condition 

for everyone.



Where is the moat ?

 Suppose Airtel decides to put up a tower and gives the contract to an tower company. 
Now suppose later on Jio also wants to put up its cells in that locality then it makes sense 
for Jio to share the passive infrastructure with Airtel as this will bring the cost down 
everyone. So, now if Jio joins in the net cost for each will be 75K i.e, total rental for tower 
company 1.5 lacs per month vs 1 lac with only Anchor tenant.( for 4G incremental 
cells telcos got 70% discount)

 This kind of sharing creates win win for all in the ecosystem and this acts as beautiful 
network effect type MOAT for the tower companies.

 How network effect works – once they have one tenant they most likely to get 2nd and it 
makes more sense for 3rd one to join in.

 As the number of sharing operators on a tower increases, it results in better economics for 
tower companies as they are able to generate incremental revenue while incurring 
insignificant incremental capital expenditure.



Tenancy Ratio -

 Number of telecom operators per tower is called tenancy ratio, As we have 

seen massive consolidation to only 3 operators, the optimum tenancy ratio 

should be around 2 to 3 (3 is the max).

 Before 2008 the tower sharing was not allowed by regulation, Post 2008 we 

have seen the constant increase in the tenancy ratio, which even in bad 

environment helped tower companies to grow.



Even the down 
side is limited –

 What happens when 

Telecom Operator want to 

exit early or dishonour the 

master service agreement ?

 Not only they have to pay 

exit penalty but the rental 

for other two tenants go up. 

So, they don’t see much of 

EBITA loss, As discussed in 

below conf call –



Overall summary on 
Business Model –



Cost Structure -





Overall tower business has following 

strength –

 MOAT – Network Effect - works in favour of business.

 Operating leverage comes into play - The cost of running a tower is majorly 
fixed thus each increase in tenancy leads to a high return on capital 
deployed.

 The raise in rentals 3-4% every year as per MSA (Master service agreement.)

 As Indus/Bharti infratel owned by Airtel / Voda-idea – They don’t have to 
worry about customer acquisition.

 Some level of regulatory entry barrier.

 Long term contract (10-15 years) provides good revenue visibility.

 Moat – Switching cost – The cost to the customer of moving equipment 
from one tower to another is likely to discourage relocation.



What is the current 
state of business ?

 Pretty bad !

 Telecom sector is in doldrums.

 Lots of Telco's disappeared 
since 2014,13-14 players to 2.5.

 JIO is building their own 
Capacity (Towers).

 Rest 1.5 players don't have money 
to do Capex.

 Voda – Idea will default.

 Etc.

 Is it all true or are you justifying 
market behavior ?



Current State Of Business ...





So, what past financial statements tell us ?

They tell 
everything about 

the past.

And 
absolutely nothing 
about the future.



What could be the 
negative impact of 
consolidation ?

 Telcos now got more 

bargaining power, 

Incremental revenue per 

tower / margins could go 

down Vs the pre JIO 

disruption era.



How near future looks like ?

1. Sharp drop in BTS additions.

2. Tenacy Ratio – Excepted to 
decline by ~35% by fiscal 2020.

3. Rentals per tower may continue 
to dip in the medium term.



Why Margins Dipped - Telecom consolidation-

Leading to tower consolidation.



Past marins don't tell anything about the 

future margins -

 The sector's overall operating margin was in the 43-44% range in the past 
four-five years ending March 2018. In fiscal 2018, it remained healthy at 
~44%, as rental and energy margins expanded



In fiscal 2019, operating margins 

contracted by ~4.50% because of:

Co-location exits: Vodafone Idea is in the process of exiting 
~27,500 co-locations (nearly 3% of the industry), and is expected 
to announce more in the near term. In addition, there will be loss 
in tenancies of smaller players such as Aircel and Telenor as they, 
too, hang up.

Decline in rentals per tower: Industry’s rental per tower is expected 
to decline by 7-9% on-year owing to co-locations exits and lower 
tenancies. However, increase in number of towers and exit 
penalties will limit the decline in rent revenues of the industry.



1. Sharp drop in BTS additions -

 BTS additions almost doubled from 2015 – 2018, India has ~1.68 million base transceiver 
stations (BTSs) as of fiscal 2018, an increase of ~8.2 lakh from 2015.

 Led by the massive roll-out of 4G services in the country. Meanwhile, the number of tenants 
per tower (tenancy ratio) also nearly doubled from 1.2 times in fiscal 2016 to 2.13 in fiscal 
2018

What is happening now ?

 2G/3G to 4G -- Migration of 2G/3G subscribers to 4G, there has been a gradual decline in 
number of 2G and 3G BTSs. They are either being replaced by 4G BTSs (by existing telecom 
operator) or completely taken off from the sites (by telcos who have exited the industry).

 As a result, the aggregate share of 2G and 3G BTSs reduced from ~92% in fiscal 2015 to ~56% 
in fiscal 2018.

 After fiscal 2019, net tower addition will be 8,000-10,000 per year over the next four-five years, 
much lower than past five years Vs 15,000 towers in Fy18.

What happened from 2015 – 2018 ?



1. Sharp drop in BTS additions -

Fiscal 2019 – 2021 estimate = 2.55 lacs Vs 16 lacs during 2015-2018

 CRISIL Research estimates a net BTS addition of ~2.55 lakh over fiscals 2019-

2021, a decline of ~70% over the net additions during fiscals 2016-2018 

(8 lacs). The slower additions can be attributed to:

a. The exit of smaller telcos, whose BTS can now be replaced by existing telcos

b. Replacement of existing telcos’ 2G/3G BTSs with 4G BTSs as subscriber mix tilt 

towards 4G

c. Exit of redundant overlapping tenancies of the merged entities

d. Launch of 5G likely only post 2020 in India



2. Tenacy Ratio – Excepted to decline 

by ~35% by fiscal 2020.

 Thus, the tenancy ratio is also expected to decline gradually to ~2.0 and 

the share of 2G and 3G BTSs (combined) is likely to go down to ~35% by 

fiscal 2020.



3 - Rentals per tower may continue to 
dip in the medium term.

 The rent revenue per tower has grown at a CAGR of ~5.5% between fiscals 2013 

and 2018 owing to increase in loading of towers. Over the past three fiscals, 

majority of the existing towers were loaded for 4G roll-out. Although, the 

incremental rental per tenant is at a discount of 70-80% of a single tenancy, the 

increase in number of tenants per tower (as shown in chart above) lead to the 

growth.

 In fiscal 2019, however, rent revenue per tower is estimated to decline 7-9%, owing 

to loss of tenancies of Vodafone-Idea and other smaller telcos. The towercos will 

not have bargaining power to levy the forgone opportune rental (from exit of 

tenancies) on the existing ones as the telcos’ financials are already stressed.

 We believe the trend of Reliance Jio setting up its captive towers would also add 

to the pressure of telecom tower operators exerting pressure on rental growth.



Cont ...

 Additionally, the majority of new tower addition in the industry will be in the 

rural areas having lower rentals than the urban rental per tower.

 This structural change in the tower mix will also pull down the rent revenues 

per tower.

 However, addition of towers will limit the decline in revenues.

 Thus, CRISIL Research expects the rent revenues of the industry to decline 

~2-3% on-year in fiscal 2019 and remain flattish in fiscal 2020 amid dropping 

rental per tower.





 The major impact of the Vodafone-Idea co-location losses has been 

seen in fiscal 2019. However, depending on the timing of contract 

terminations, exit penalties realised by the towercos and new business from 

the merged entity, the effect of loss in tenancy may spill over into fiscal 

2020 as well.

Impact of Vodaphone – Idea Merger 



What else could be the new source of 

revenue ?



What will be the long growth drivers for 

the tower industry over a long run?

 Improvement in tenancy ratio. 

 As we move from 1G to 2G to 5G – More is the densification of network 

required, which acts as a natural tailwind for tower companies.



Rural Area Will Drive The Growth -

Most of the towers will be added in rural areas given low tower 
penetration in these regions. (The tele-density there still lags behind 
at 58.25%.)

India’s tower density is ~15 towers per sq km in metros and ~0.17 
(average) for the rest of the circles.

In contrast, other emerging countries such as China have ~0.2 
towers per sq km.



This leads to the interesting question what 
spectrum telecom providers have been buying for 
future deployment like 5G ?

 Radio Spectrum –

https://cdn.downtoearth.org.in/mobile-

20110315.jpg

 This is what government planning to auction in 

2019 –

https://cdn.downtoearth.org.in/mobile-20110315.jpg


VODA IDEA will default ?

Reson 1 – Financial - Because they 
won't be able to pay their Dues to 
Banks and Government.

Reason 2 – Operational - They are 
losing Lacs of users every month -
They don't have money to 
compete with Airtel and Jio.



Are they really not competitive enough ?





How about ARPUs ?





Are users just keeping Idea as second sim 
for incoming call ?

 It doesn’t like the case, For all of them its going up.



Voda- Idea users are more conservative of 

the three.



Operational 

Comparison -



Conti...



Cont ...





AGR ISSUE -



Thank You...

We are not immune to this -

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XHTtQ9b

3heQ

Very hard to not follow the herd -

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BgRoiTW

kBHU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XHTtQ9b3heQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BgRoiTWkBHU

